BESIX/Six Construct site office
Dubai Creek, Al Jadaf, UAE

Projektbeschreibung

Details

Six Construct, a subsidiary of the BESIX Group, is the largest
Belgian construction company operating in the Middle East.
In July 2018 ELA Container Middle East supplied the first modular Six Construct site office for Dubai Creek in Al Jadaf. The 32
container complex was built to accommodate the most modern
and technologically advanced construction site office in the
region: an array of modular rooms on two levels which can be
rearranged at ease to expand or decrease work areas. It boasts
two large meeting rooms and informal lounge areas for team
members to meet and discuss. All areas are fully air conditioned
and house modern sanitary facilities. The ELA containers are
highly insulated with rock wool, thus strongly reducing the energy
consumption for the air conditioning of the site offices. The modular system of ELA containers allows Six Construct to quickly
move, re-use and adapt the site offices for future use on new
sites. As ELA containers comply with standard road permissions,
the movability and transportation costs can be optimized further
reducing costs and CO2 emissions for Six Construct. The strong
and robust build structure of the ELA containers allowed Six
Construct to place solar panels on top of the roof, thus further
supporting the sustainability drive and further reducing operational costs.

Location:

Dubai Creek, Al Jadaf, UAE

Type and number of
containers:

32 ELA quality all-rounder

Usable space:

approx. 480 m²

Usage:

site office

Room solutions:
		
		

office rooms, meeting
rooms, informal lounge area,
sanitary rooms

Special equipment:
		
		

fully aircondition, highly
insulated with rockwool,
exterior in company colours

Further Six Construct sites are being implemented with ELA
containers as the group has made an active decision to partner
with ELA containers in the region and to modernize all its future
construction site offices with ELA modular site offices.

Modern construction site in corporate colours

Informal meeting areas for team members

Bright, open office spaces

Fully air conditioned office spaces

Fully air conditioned large meeting rooms

Rooms designed in corporate colours

Bright and friendly hallways

Fully air conditioned sanitary facilities

Modern sanitary facilities

Office levels connected by staircases

Solar panels on top of the roof

Design in corporate colours
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